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And today is Mothers’ Day, which makes this first poem particularly poignant

Imagine

Imagine its first touch outside of the womb
where eager hands embrace
swaddle it into a new warmth
Imagine that first questing of these new-born fingers
a grip, an outside world
its flailing limbs
Imagine the search of those delicate small, small lips
eager for its first milk
in its new life
Imagine so complete
this new life in a crib
on a ward in a hospital
Imagine then a yelling screeching bomb
momentarily gripped by those delicate little fingers
and those perfect little lips searching the shell in vein
and the womb that's torn apart
and the crib and the bed that fly into a corner
cover in debris rubble concrete slabs
a collapsed roof
and this shared room in a building
that shares rooms and beds
and its cribs and its destiny
and its lifelessness of wasted hope

Mariupol, 9 March 2022

Jacques Groen
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Dear Vladimir
I’d like to thank you
from the bottom of my shrapnel wounds heart
for last month’s hellish delightful visit.
I hope our implacable resistance hospitality
came up to expectations. You’ve always been
such a feared and hated valued neighbour.
It was an honour to humiliate entertain
a man of your stature, though it seemed to me
you hadn’t grown that much since we last met.
Maybe you should get a smaller desk.
Thank you for your unwanted thoughtful gifts.
I’d never fired a real gun before,
never seen an old man shot down
on his way home from the supermarket.
That wasn’t much was fun.
I’ve learned a lot of useful stuff from you,
how to dig a trench across a boulevard,
how to fill an underground carpark with terrified people,
how to find them enough food and water.
Your visit brought a whiff of cordite
a breath of fresh air into our home,
and we’ve a fine view of the cathedral dome
since you bombed relocated the children’s hospital.
Moreover, it’s really quite sickening funny
being able to see into the rooms
of Mrs Melnyk’s flat across the street.
Who’d have thought she had
an avocado bathroom suite?
So glad sorry you didn’t get to meet
the wife and kids.
They’ve fled as refugees gone on holiday
to cousins in Poland. I’ll let them know
you were asking after them.
And so glad sorry too to hear about
the troubles back at home.
Believe me, I know what it’s like. You’ll be
missing your Big Mac almost as much
as I miss little Piotr and Irina.
Must dash to catch the curfew post.
No time for more, except to say we hope
you got home with heavy casualties safely.
Looking forward to seeing you again soon
at the ICC.
Never Ever yours,
Volodymyr

Sheila Lockhart
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Heaven
Villanelle for Ukraine
Worshipful eyes are raised to heaven
Thankful for each passing day
Though congregating bombs still threaten;
Sullen smoke joins clouds so leaden
Sunlight never seems to stay;
Worshipful eyes are raised to heaven
Asking can this be forgiven?
Will this ever be the way?
As congregating bombs still threaten;
What kind of man does this to brethren
To take the children from their play?
Worshipful eyes are raised to heaven
But still, while bread is made to leaven
Defiance meets those skies of grey
Though congregating bombs still threaten
And closed minds' wooden words will deafen
Those who do no longer pray:
Worshipful eyes are raised to heaven
Yet congregating bombs still threaten.

Colin Whyles
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For a Ripple of Laughter

Some Words
Some words wait in the wings
Waiting for their entry cue
Listening to the lines
Then slipping into view
Some words march to the fore
Ready to take the lead
Bring the page to life
Expressing thought and deed
Some words hide in your head
Staying just out of sight
On the tip of your tongue
Loathe to see the light
Some words are too short
Others way too long
First they seem to fit
Then they seem so wrong
Some words are too archaic
Their meaning lost in time
Or far too complicated
And they do not rhyme
Some words tug at the heart
Really stretch the strings
Take you to a place
Where the songbird sings
Some words all come together
You're pleased and you want to show ‘em
Friends and family all say
Not another bloody poem!

Hugh Lake


